In order to pass medications the following requirements must be successfully completed:

- Student Course
- Multiple Choice and Written Documentation Exams
- Handwashing and Gloving
- 4 medications observations (med passes)

Required: Four (4) Med observations are to be completed within 30 days of passing the exam.

Any student who has not completed all four (4) med observations within a 30-day period will be allowed an additional 45 days to complete the balance of the four (4) observations plus 2 additional med observations. *This means a total of 6 observations within 75 days of passing the exam.

Any student who has not completed the 6 med observations within 75 days of passing the exam must complete an additional med observation for every 30 day period beyond that deadline.
Initial Training Requirements (in days):

- **30 Days**
  - 4 med observations to be completed

- **75 days** → **30 days plus an additional 45 days**
  - Finish the 4 med observations + 2 additional med observations

- **105 days** → **45 days plus an additional 30 days**
  - Finish the 4 med observations + 3 additional med observations

- **135 days** → **105 days plus an additional 30 days**
  - Finish the 4 med observations + 4 additional med observations

- **175 days** → **135 days plus an additional 40 days**
  - Finish the 4 med observations + 5 additional med observations

If Medication observations are not completed within 175 days of passing the exam, the student must repeat the entire medication administration training.